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PERSONNEL
PAYMENT ORGANIZATION
OF MACHINE-BUILDING
ENTERPRISES IN
MOTIVATION AND
STIMULATION
FORMATION

One of the most important preconditions of ensuring effective
management of the company is the implementation of effective
motives and incentives to arrange the payment of personnel.
Development of the optimal system of motives and incentives will
boost the work activities of personnel, which is particularly
important in conditions of unstable financial and political situation in
our country. Ensuring the stability of production activity of machinebuilding enterprises in modern conditions requires the system of
motives and incentives in payment arrangements, which will ensure
the achievement of high staff motivation to work.
Considering the fact that some companies in Khmelnytskyi and
Vinnytsia oblasts have certain problems in the arrangement of
payments, there is an urgent need to find solutions to the existing
situation which involves the development of effective forms and
systems of motives and incentives in payment at machine-building
enterprises.
Problems of payment as an effective component of material
stimulation and motivation of personnel were handled by such
eminent scientists as: O.S. Bilichenko, D.P. Bohynia, V.I. Blonska,
A.V. Kalyna, M.I. Karlin, O.M. Krasnonosova, V.M. Nyzhnyk, Y.V.
Malakhovskyi, V.S. Medvediev, M.V. Semykina, A.O. Shevtsova,
O.I. Yashchenko and many others.
In scientific researches, there is still a lot of unsolved questions
about the search for effective ways of formation of motivation and
stimulation of personnel at machine-building enterprises which
involve an efficient arrangement of payments to the staff.
This article aims to analyze the arrangement of remuneration at
machine-building enterprises, to perform quantitative indicators in
the assessment of the payment arrangement and performance of staff

identifying the main problems of machine-building enterprises, to
identify the main strategic components of motivation and stimulation
of personnel with the development of proposals for their
improvement.
Among the important quantitative indicators in the assessment of
the payment arrangement and performance of staff, there are wageto-product ratio, share of wage in product costs and labourconsuming of products.
Thus, according to the results of calculations carried out using the
company financial statements, the share of wages in product costs at
the machine-building enterprises of Vinnytsia and Khmelnytskyi
oblasts selected for the analysis was an average of 25 %. This trend
is unequivocal proof that the staff of the majority of domestic
companies lacks incentive to improve their performance. When, after
the effort made by the employee, he does not get a proper evaluation,
there is a strong inhibition of the development of industrial
production which will undoubtedly affect the socio-economic
development of our country.
PJSC "Plant "Temp" has the lowest level of wage-to-product
ratio, where the value of this indicator in 2016 was 0.08. In the same
year, the company was outrun with a small margin by PJSC "Mayak"
– 0.11; PJSC "Ukrelektroaparat" – 0.13 and PJSC "Yampilskyi
Instrument Engineering Plant" - 0.16. The highest value of the wageto-product ratio in 2016 was characteristic of SE "Novator" – 0.32.
It should be noted that the companies with increased wage-toproduct ratio are characterized by the presence of negative processes
in economic activities since the trend determines the decrease in the
proportion of funds available for the company that the company
could spend to cover other expenses, also by the application of
profits due to which funds are directed to financing innovative
activities which are extremely important for machine-building
enterprises of Khmelnitsky and Vinnytsia oblasts. Among the
possible solutions to reduce wage-to-product ratio, preference should
be given to those aimed at increasing production and sales of
products, increasing staff performance, instead of decreasing payroll
by reducing the level of payments to the staff. Such ways of
improving the performance of personnel shall include the formation
of a rationally planned and arranged measures of motivation and

stimulation of personnel capable to increase their performance on the
basis of minimizing the unproductive losses of working hours,
reducing the level of defective products, the basis for which should
be the efficiency of personnel management within the company [1, p.
109-111].
An important condition for the formation of motives and
incentives in the arrangement of remuneration capable of providing
high profits to the company, enhancing competitiveness and entering
new markets is to reduce the labour-consuming of products.
According to the data analysis, machine-building enterprises in
Khmelnytskyi and Vinnytsia oblasts are quite labour-consuming [24]. Thus, during 2012–2016, the average value of labour-consuming
of products at SE "Novator" was 8.93 man-hour/thousand UAH; for
PJSC «Ukrelektroaparat» – 3.43 man-hour/thousand UAH; for PJSC
«Yampilskyi Instrument Engineering Plant» – 14.07 manhour/thousand UAH; for PJSC «Mayak» – 7.01 man-hour/thousand
UAH.
Among the measures aimed at the reduction of labor-consuming
of products in modern conditions of development of machinebuilding enterprises, it is advisable to include the introduction of
achievements of scientific and technical revolution, advanced
technologies (their availability at companies is determined by foreign
investment and strong domestic investments), efficient use of the
worktime fund, formation of effective systems of remuneration,
ensuring high performance of personnel, which together will ensure
the formation of favorable conditions for the development of the
mechanism of evaluation, motivation and stimulation of personnel
[5].
According to the analysis of the financial statements of the
studied companies, the primary system-forming component of
motivation and stimulation of personnel is the wage, changes in the
amount of which are shown in Fig. 1. Thus, the specific weight of the
basic wage varies at the studied companies within the range of 60 to
77 %. Thus, its lowest share is at SE "Novator", where the mean
value for five years was 59.31 %, while the highest is at PJSC
"Yampilskyi Instrument Engineering Plant" – 68.39 %.
The specific weight of the extra wage ranges from 17 to 47.6 %.
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Fig.1. Growth rate of the basic and extra wages, incentive and
compensatory payments to the staff at machine-building enterprises
during 2012-2016, %
* based on the results of financial statements of the
companies
Its lowest level in the payroll is observed at PJSC "Yampilskyi
Instrument Engineering Plant" – from 21.10 to 37.68 %, whereas the

highest level over these years from 32.04 to 47.58 % is observed at
SE "Novator" (over five years at SE "Novator" – average of 39.05 %;
PJSC "Ukrelektroaparat" – 36.46 %; PJSC "Yampilskyi Instrument
Engineering Plant" – 27.91 %; JSC "Mayak" – 31.86).
The specific share of bonuses and rewards in the payroll was an
average of 24.40 % at SE "Novator" over the analyzed period, 3.65
% at PJSC "Ukrelektroaparat"; 7.10 % at PJSC "Yampilskyi
Instrument Engineering Plant", 19.80 % at PJSC "Mayak".
At the same time, the accrual of bonuses and allowances at the
studied companies also varies within the range of 2.36 % at SE
"Novator" to 10.89 % at PJSC "Yampilskyi Instrument Engineering
Plant". The share of incentive and compensatory payments averagely
ranges from 1.29 % at PJSC "Ukrelektroaparat" to 9.34 % at PJSC
"Mayak".
Therefore, the increase of the share of extra wages and incentive
compensatory payments is an indisputable evidence of increased
level of motivation of the personnel. That is why, the best indicators
in the formation of motives and incentives in the arrangement of
payments belong to PJSC "Mayak", where the share of extra wages
and incentive and compensatory payments during the period of 20122016 within the structure of payments was an average of 41.2 % (SE
"Novator" – 40.69 %; PJSC "Ukrelektroaparat" – 37.75 %; PJSC
"Yampilskyi Instrument Engineering Plant" – 31.29 %).
Therefore, based on this analysis, we can say that carefully
arranged remuneration of labour, which includes a wage, its structure
and dynamics, is of great importance in the formation of motives and
incentives in the arrangement of payments to the staff, which
significantly impacts the improvement of the staff performance.
Using bonuses and awards, allowances and other payments, the
company can motivate its personnel to improve the performance of
production activities. Under such conditions, the main task of the
company managers is to adopt rational decisions regarding the
definition of factors and criteria of motivation, as well as establishing
relationships between indicators that reflect the business
performance and indicators of motivation and stimulation [6].
The precondition for ensuring high motivation of personnel to
production activities is the determination of stimulating factors for its
work activation. As the experience of foreign countries shows, the

systematic improvement of the forms and systems of motives and
incentives in the payment arrangements, involvement of various
forms of material incentives, increased motivation of the staff to high
performance activities brings together the interests of both
employees and the company itself in addressing the challenges of
ensuring effective company development [7; 8]. Effective
management of the company, receipt of high profits, ensuring its
competitiveness, access to new markets is not only determined by the
involvement of innovation through the adoption of radical new
technical solutions and introduction of advanced technologies [9],
but also, which is extremely important, by the development of new
approaches to motivate the company employees in implementing
regular technical and economic changes at production, by gaining
support and active involvement of the personnel in carrying out
quality improvements. This engagement of the personnel will allow
to focus on the creation and use of intangible resources of the
company for its effective development and prosperity [10].
According to the study results, it is appropriate to introduce
material incentives for the development and implementation of
proposals and recommendations aimed at improving the
competitiveness of manufactured products at the studied companies.
Based on the above, it is extremely important to introduce a
systematic approach to increasing industrial activities of the staff,
which will ensure the system of material incentives in such a way
that the rate of remuneration of the employee will be established
based on the labor contribution taking into account potential
opportunities. At the studied companies, assessment of the
effectiveness of the current system of payment arrangement should
be determined on the basis of the achieved degree of implementation
of the system of ongoing training, where in most cases the employees
learn new professions and improve their skills directly at the
workplace. For the effective operation of this system, it is important
that at least 50 % of the personnel is engaged in ongoing training,
which may indicate the possibility of increasing company profits
through the creation of well-functioning work within the current
system of motivation and stimulation of the personnel and ensuring
the effective management of the company. Instead, the share of
employees that mastered new professions and improved their

qualifications at the studied companies was within the range of 5-10
%.
Therefore, with the purpose of formation of motives and
incentives in the arrangement of payments to the personnel, it is
extremely important to consider the data obtained on the basis of the
analysis, to exercise external stimulating influence on the personnel
activation by improving the factor-and-criterion characteristics of
activities of machine-building enterprises.
Among the important quantitative indicators in the assessment of
the payment arrangement and staff performance, there are wage-toproduct ratio, share of wage in product costs, staff performance and
labour-consuming of products.
Thus, the share of wages in product costs at the machine-building
enterprises of Vinnytsia and Khmelnytskyi oblasts selected for the
analysis was an average of 25 %. PJSC "Plant "Temp" had the lowest
wage-to-product ratio, whereas SE "Novator" had the highest wageto-product ratio in 2016. According to the data analysis, machinebuilding enterprises in Khmelnytskyi and Vinnytsia oblasts are quite
labour-consuming.
Based on the study results, it is possible to say that carefully
arranged remuneration of labour, which includes a wage, its structure
and dynamics, is of great importance in the formation of motives and
incentives in the arrangement of payments to the staff, which
significantly impacts the improvement of the staff performance.
Thus, the specific weight of the basic wage varies at the studied
companies within the range of 60 to 77 %. Thus, its lowest share is at
SE "Novator", where the mean value for five years was 59.31 %,
while the highest is at PJSC "Yampilskyi Instrument Engineering
Plant" – 68.39 %.
Using bonuses and awards, allowances and other payments, the
company can motivate its personnel to improve the performance of
production activities. Under such conditions, the main task of the
company managers is to adopt rational decisions regarding the
definition of factors and criteria of motivation, as well as establishing
relationships between indicators that reflect the business
performance and indicators of motivation and stimulation.
Therefore, the increase of the share of extra wages and incentive
compensatory payments is an indisputable evidence of increased

level of motivation of the personnel. That is why, the best indicators
in the formation of motives and incentives in the arrangement of
payments belong to PJSC "Mayak", where the share of extra wages
and incentive and compensatory payments during the period of 20122016 within the structure of payments was an average of 41.2 % (SE
"Novator" – 40.69 %; PJSC "Ukrelektroaparat" – 37.75 %; PJSC
"Yampilskyi Instrument Engineering Plant" – 31.29 %).
Prospects of further studies are the development of the
mechanism of evaluation, motivation and stimulation of the
personnel in the management of a machine-building company.
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